Research of an emergency medical system for mass casualty incidents in Shanghai, China: a system dynamics model
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Objectives: Emergency medical system for mass casualty incidents (EMS-MCIs) is a global issue. However, China lacks such studies extremely, which cannot meet the requirement of rapid decision-support system. This study aims to realize modeling EMS-MCIs in Shanghai, to improve mass casualty incident (MCI) rescue efficiency in China, and to provide a possible method of making rapid rescue decisions during MCIs.

Methods: This study established a system dynamics (SD) model of EMS-MCIs using the Vensim DSS program. Intervention scenarios were designed as adjusting scales of MCIs, allocation of ambulances, allocation of emergency medical staff, and efficiency of organization and command.

Results: Mortality increased with the increasing scale of MCIs, medical rescue capability of hospitals was relatively good, but the efficiency of organization and command was poor, and theprehospital time was too long. Mortality declined significantly when increasing ambulances and improving the efficiency of organization and command; triage and on-site first-aid time were shortened if increasing the availability of emergency medical staff. The effect was the most evident when 2,000 people were involved in MCIs; however, the influence was very small under the scale of 5,000 people.

Conclusion: The keys to decrease the mortality of MCIs were shortening the prehospital time and improving the efficiency of organization and command. For small-scale MCIs, improving the utilization rate of health resources was important in decreasing the mortality. For large-scale MCIs, increasing the number of ambulances and emergency medical professionals was the core to decrease prehospital time and mortality. For super-large-scale MCIs, increasing health resources was the premise.
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Introduction
Mass casualty incidents (MCIs) are increasing. This is especially true of MCIs caused by non-natural factors, such as terrorist attacks,1-2 explosions,3-4 and burns.5 In fact, the number of MCIs has shown an increasing trend in the past 8 years6 and an epidemiological study has pointed out that the number of MCIs has gone beyond expectations.7 Without exception, MCIs in China have continued to increase. Such incidents include the accident of metro line 10 in Shanghai, which injured 271 people in 2011,8 the Bund stampede also in Shanghai, which killed 36 people and injured 163 people in 2014,9 a factory explosion in Kunshan city, which caused 97 deaths and injured 163 people in 2014,10 a warehouse explosion in Tianjin city, which killed 165 people and injured 798 people in 2015,11 the amusement park explosion in Taiwan,
which killed 12 people and injured 498 people in 2015, and a car accident in Jiangsu province, which killed three people dead and wounded 31 people.

The large amount of wounded and dead caused by MCIs gives impetus to globally study the emergency medical system for MCIs (EMS-MCIs), such as the emergency management system (EMS) in the USA, which have promoted the efficiency of MCI rescue. In addition, global research on MCIs covers various areas, such as prehospital and hospital rescues, triage, medical evacuation, and emergency support systems. Of these, studies on hospital emergency rescue have attracted the most attention, including emergency rescue capability, preparedness, organization, crowd control, and hospital response programs. Research on prehospital emergency rescue has included triage and medical evacuation, such as DIORAMA-II system proposed by the USA, a new triage method established by Spain, and a doctor-helicopter system in Japan. To conclude, a handful of developed countries have achieved some success in promoting rescue efficiency and decreasing the mortality of MCIs.

The Chinese government has fully realized the importance of preventing MCIs and improving rescue efficiency since the beginning of the 21st century. The State Council has proposed to establish and revise the emergency plan for MCIs to minimize losses. Scholars in China have focused mainly on triage, including triage methods and training of triage. Hospital rescue measurements also caused attention, including clinical treatment methods and auxiliary examination. However, only a small number of researchers have focused on emergency strategies. In summary, studies in China have focused on specific aspects of rescue in MCIs but have lacked studies covering the entire rescue process to improve the overall efficiency from prehospital to hospital.

Currently, studies have concentrated on retrospective research and emergency rescue methods. However, considering the sporadic, nonreplicable, and high-risk nature of MCIs, modeling research on MCIs shows an obvious methodological advantage. This method enables the simulation of the occurrence and rescue for a great number of MCIs, based on the limited data from retrospective studies, which provides the possibility of exploring MCI rescues in greater depth. Therefore, simulation studies of EMS-MCIs, based on modeling, have garnered a great deal of attention.

For example, Hupert et al established a simulation model of MCI care and suggested that rapid response determined the effectiveness of MCI rescue projects.

However, in China, there is an extreme absence of research on modeling EMS-MCIs, especially rapid decision-support systems based on computer technology. Shanghai, as one of the largest metropolises and economic centers of China, houses >24 million residents and faces great challenges in the emergency medical system. Therefore, this study aimed to establish a system dynamics (SD) model of EMS-MCIs in Shanghai, which reached the goals of modeling research to improve MCI rescue efficiency in China for the first time, and to provide a possible method of making rapid rescue decisions during MCIs.

**Methods**

**Model description**

**Problem**

First, the EMS-MCIs in Shanghai lacked a rapid response program and the response speed of the organization and command department needed to be strengthened. Second, each ambulance in Shanghai served ~40,000 people, which could only meet daily demands and could not accommodate MCI rescues appropriately, leading to elongated prehospital times and high mortality.

**Agents and association of the model**

The model consisted of four agents that specifically included casualties, hospitals, the government, and the emergency center. As would be the case in reality, the four agents interacted with each other within the model. The severity of the injured determined the overall medical demand, the emergency rescue capability of hospitals decided the hospital rescue efficiency, the information and response of the government influenced the organization and command efficiency, and the emergency center was responsible for the prehospital emergency rescue efficiency and emergency health resource allocation.

**Causal loop diagram**

A search of the literature revealed that prehospital and hospital rescues, scale of MCIs, injury severity, medical rescue time, and emergency decision making were key factors of mortality. Therefore, based on the basic situation of China and the investigation on MCIs in Shanghai, factors included in this study were the scale of MCIs, prehospital time, hospital rescue capability, and efficiency of organization and command. Figure 1 reflects the interaction of these factors. The specific meaning of casual loop diagram was as follows.

**The scale of MCIs and injury characteristics**

Mortality of individuals involved in MCIs was directly influenced by the severity of injury. Mortalities of minor
injuries, moderate injuries, and serious injuries varied, and the proportion of the three types of casualties determined the medical demand. Moreover, some critically injured casualties shared the risk of death on the spot, which was primarily affected by on-site first-aid measures.

Organization and command of MCIs’ rescue
The efficiency of organization and command was influenced by the speed that the emergency department received MCIs’ information and the speed and the extent of emergency response. In addition, the efficiency would indirectly affect mortality by prehospital and hospital rescues. Mortality would be lower with an increase in efficiency.

Prehospital emergency rescue of MCIs
The key to significantly reduce mortality was the decreasing prehospital time, which included the on-site waiting time, triage and on-site first-aid time, and medical evacuation time. Mortality would increase with an increase in prehospital time.

Hospital rescue of MCIs
Hospital rescue capability referred to hospital treatment capacity, which reflected a hospital’s clinical ability and its treatment effect. Hospital rescue capability decided the success rate of treatment and the incidence rate of complication. Higher incidence rates of complication would increase the mortality of individuals involved in MCIs.

Stock-flow diagram
Hypothesis of model
To simplify the analysis, the model assumed that the main factor influencing hospital mortality was complication; the process of organization and command was summarized as judgment, planning, decision making, and organization; and all casualties were transferred into hospitals through the emergency center. Moreover, hospitals were all tertiary (A class) hospitals because Shanghai possesses 32 tertiary (A class) hospitals, all of which have >500 beds; these health resources were enough to meet the medical demand of MCIs caused by non-natural factors. Additionally, because the operation time was set as 72 hours, the model assumed there was no change in the fixed assets and market profits of hospitals.

Parameters of model
This model included six types and a total of 102 variables, which interacted with each other and constituted the SD model of EMS-MCIs in Shanghai (Figure 2). The stock variable of the model was the state variable, represented by a rectangle (eg, demand judgment). The input and output of the stock variable were connected by a flow variable
**Figure 2** Stock-flow diagram of EMS-MCIs model.

**Notes:** The stock variable of the model was the state variable, represented by a rectangle (eg, demand judgment). The input and output of the stock variable were connected by a flow variable (eg, rate of receiving information), which was a rate variable and connected to the stock variable with the double arrows. The relationships among variables were lined with single arrows, including auxiliary (eg, emergency medical demand), constant (eg, proportion of minor injuries), and observational (eg, mortality) variables.

**Abbreviations:** MCI mass casualty incident; EMS-MCIs emergency medical system for MCIs.
Subsystems of model
The model consisted of five subsystems, namely, a subsystem of the occurrence of MCIs, a subsystem of hospital emergency medical rescue, a subsystem of organization and command, a subsystem of the emergency center, and a subsystem of casualty outcome. These five subsystems were associated and interacted via input and output variables.

Figure 3 represents the subsystem of the occurrence of MCIs. The number of casualties was determined by the population involved in the MCI and the rate of injury. Casualties were classified into minor, moderate, and serious injuries. Among the minor injured, some of casualties without medical demand initially would increase in demand as time progressed. All the moderate injured casualties required medical attention. Only some critically injured casualties among the serious injured had the risk of death on the spot, and the rest had medical demand. The on-site mortality was influenced by on-site first-aid time. In addition, casualties were transferred into hospitals through emergency departments; thus, the actual medical demand was the emergency medical demand, and the hospitalized medical demand was decided by the rate of hospitalization.

A representation of the subsystem of hospital emergency medical rescue is presented in Figure 4. The assessment of hospital emergency medical rescue capability was based on the ratios of medical supply and demand. Capability was considered to increase with the extent that the medical demand was met by the supply. The medical rescue capability was influenced by fixed assets and the number of medical staff, which can be constructed according to the Cobb–Douglas production function.

A representation of the subsystem of organization and command is presented in Figure 5. Organization and command was the process of demand judgment, medical evacuation planning, medical evacuation decision, and organization, which was ultimately reflected as the implementation rate of organization and command. The judgment and planning were influenced by the information system (receiving and processing). The decision and organization were affected by the implementation of the plan and decision, respectively.

**Figure 3** Subsystem of the occurrence of MCIs. **Abbreviation:** MCIs, mass casualty incidents.
During this process, a delay effect due to information transmission was existed.

The subsystem of the emergency center is presented in Figure 6. Prehospital time was the sum of on-site waiting time, triage and on-site first-aid time, and medical evacuation time. The length of prehospital time determined the rank of timeliness. On-site waiting time was mainly affected by the organization and command efficiency. Triage and on-site first-aid time were determined by the number of medical staff and medical demand. Medical evacuation time was decided by the number of ambulances.

The subsystem of casualty outcomes is presented in Figure 7. Mortality was determined by on-site deaths, as well as minor, moderate, and serious injuries. Minor, moderate, and serious injuries were influenced by complication, timeliness of medical rescue, and medical rescue capability.

Variables and equations
First, the initial values of variables and constant variables were extracted from a survey on MCIs in Shanghai, the China Health Statistics Yearbook 2015, the Shanghai Statistical Yearbook 2016, Shanghai Municipal Health Commission statistics, literatures, and expert consultations.

Second, the stock variables were based on initial variables. The value of a stock variable was the sum of its initial value and the input variable. For example, the equation of demand judgment was “0.4 = IF THEN ELSE (difference of demand judgment > rate of receiving information, difference of demand judgment)”. Equations of medical evacuation plan, medical evacuation decision, and organization and command situation were similar.

Third, the current study constructed equations of auxiliary variables based on initial variables, constant variables, and change rate. The structure of such equations was “initial values/constant values × EXP (time × change rate)”, which reflected the increasing trend with time. For example, the increased medical demand of the minor injured casualties = judgment factor of medical demand of the minor injured casualties × EXP (IF THEN ELSE (time ≤ on-site waiting time, time, on-site waiting time) × 0.013).

Fourth, some uncertain factors and complex mechanisms were determined through brainstorming and the Delphi method (including 15 experts). The power function equations were constructed according to the Cobb–Douglas function. For example, emergency medical rescue capability = factor of emergency medical rescue capability × number of emergency medical staff × factor of emergency manpower × fixed assets\(^1\) = factor of emergency manpower/10,000.

Fifth, logic equations were determined according to “IF THEN ELSE” function. The structure was “IF THEN ELSE (judgment condition, the value when satisfying the judgment condition, and the value when the judgment condition cannot be satisfied)”. For example, the rank of emergency medical rescue capability = IF THEN ELSE (ratio of emergency medical supply and demand ≥ 1, 1, 2).
Sixth, delay equations were determined. Some quantitative changes would be triggered after a delay; for example, the implementation of organization and command could be conducted after the information was transmitted. For example, the implementation rate of organization and command = SMOOTH (organization and command situation, time +0.01).

All variables included in the model are shown in Appendix A.

**Model validation**

To verify the validity of the model, the model validation experiment was conducted based on the data of the Bund stampede in Shanghai on December 31, 2014. The population involved in this MCI was set as 1,040, according to the population density of the event area. The observational variables were mortality, averageprehospital time, and the proportions of minor, moderate, and serious injuries. Verification results are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the deviation between the actual data and simulated data was in the range of −7.14% to 3.03%, which can be deemed as a reasonable range. Therefore, this model was considered reliable and reasonable.

**Sensitivity analysis**

Sensitivity analysis was utilized to compare whether the model would fluctuate dramatically after changing some
parameters and structures, which can be employed to evaluate the reliability and rationality of a model. The sensitivity of parameters was calculated by $\frac{\Delta Y(t)}{Y(t)}$ and $\frac{\Delta X(t)}{X(t)}$, which represented the change of the output variable and the sensitive variables, respectively. Therefore, the formulation of sensitivity analysis was $S(t) = \frac{\Delta Y(t)/Y(t)}{\Delta X(t)/X(t)}$.

In this study, the output variable was mortality. The four sensitive parameters were transfer rate of ambulances, efficiency of information system, increased risk of death caused by complication, and initial value of effective rate of first-aid, with a change range of $-10\%$ to $10\%$. The model was operated 200 times, and the sensitivity analysis was conducted by Vensim (Figure 8). Among the 200 situations, $50\%$, $75\%$, $95\%$, and $100\%$ were in the yellow, green, blue, and grey areas, respectively. The result suggested that mortality remained the overall tendency and fluctuated slightly in a reasonable range. Thereby, this model can be considered stable, reliable, and suitable for simulation analysis.

**Intervention scenarios**

This study designed four intervention experiments to simulate different scales of MCIs and explore the effects of interventions under various scales of MCIs. The control group was always the current situation, which was the baseline where...
Table 1 Validation analysis of the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mortality</th>
<th>Average prehospital time (hours)</th>
<th>Proportion of minor injuries</th>
<th>Proportion of moderate injuries</th>
<th>Proportion of serious injuries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual value</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated value</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>2.156</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation (%)</td>
<td>-3.07</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>-7.14</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

no interventions were applied. After changing some parameters, the observational groups were compared with the control group. The simulation time of the model was set as 72 hours, and the parameters in the intervention experiments are listed in Table 2.

Results

Intervention experiment 1: simulation of the different scales of MCIs

In this experiment, only the population involved in MCIs was changed. The results showed that mortality was higher with the increase of the scale of MCIs. When 200 people were involved in MCIs, the medical rescue capability was in the best condition and remained good conditions under the sizes of 1,000 or 2,000 people. In addition, the organization and command efficiency showed an obvious increasing trend after 4 hours of MCIs, but reaching the lowest point after 8 hours. Moreover, the timeliness of prehospital time was always very poor, the triage and on-site first-aid time grew significantly when the scale reached to 2,000 people, and medical evacuation time rose with the increasing scale (Figure 9).

According to above results, the medical rescue capability was good in most conditions. Considering that the possibility of MCIs involving >5,000 people is small, this study did not conduct experiments on medical rescue capability and all parameters were set based on the current situation. In addition, as different scales of MCI would generate various medical demands, the following experiments (intervention experiment 2–4) compared the results of the same intervention performed in the four scales of MCI to determine the different effects of interventions under different size MCIs.

Intervention experiment 2: simulation of different allocations of ambulances

In this experiment, only the number of available ambulances and the transfer rate were changed. The results suggested that mortality declined significantly when 2,000 people involved in an MCI and mortality decreased sharply within 24 hours when 1,000 people were involved. However, the effect was not obvious when the population involved in the MCI was <200 or >5,000. Similarly, this intervention experiment would improve the timeliness of prehospital time if the scale was <5,000 people, with most significant effect under the size of 2,000 people (Figure 10).

Intervention experiment 3: simulation of different allocations of emergency medical staff

In this experiment, only the number of emergency medical staff of emergency centers was adjusted. The results indicated that the intervention scenarios had no effect on mortality; triage and on-site first-aid time were shortened with the growth of emergency medical staff. This effect was more evident during 4–16 hours under the scale of 2,000 people. However, a sustained effect was observed under the scale of 5,000 people (Figure 11).

Intervention experiment 4: simulation of efficiency of organization and command

In this experiment, only values of the efficiency of the information system, average judgment, planning, decision, and organization condition were changed. The results showed that the effect on mortality was significant under the scale...
of 5,000 people, especially within 12 hours for the scale of 2,000 people. In addition, mortality was decreased dramatically when the efficiency was improved to an ideal level under the size of 200 people. Furthermore, timeliness of prehospital time could be improved through an increase in efficiency. The most significant effect was observed during 4–16, 4–24, and after 12 hours under the 200, 1,000, and 2,000 individual scales, respectively (Figure 12).

**Discussion**

Based on intervention experiments, the efficiency of EMS-MCIs can be improved by shortening prehospital time and improving organization and command efficiency. However, to maximize effectiveness, scenarios should be adjusted according to the scales of the MCI.

Mortality would likely increase with the growing scale of an MCI. The current EMS-MCIs could only meet the demand of small size MCIs, as efficiency was not ideal for the rescue of larger scales of MCIs, especially for MCIs involving 5,000 people. Specifically, the efficiency observed of organization and command was not good, especially within 4 hours (the best time to rescue on-site casualties). This may be attributed to the slow response speed of the organization and command department. After 5 hours, medical rescue was mainly at the stage of hospital rescue. However, the organization and command efficiency decreased dramatically during this time, which led to chaos in hospitals and a failing to meet medical demands. Additionally, the timeliness of prehospital time was poor, especially for the scale of 1,000 people.

Analyses of prehospital time suggested that the triage and on-site first-aid time showed a significant delay if the scale was >2,000 people, which was mainly attributed to a shortage of emergency medical staff, leading to long queues and retention on the scene. Moreover, the medical evacuation time presented an evident increasing tendency because of the limited number of ambulances, which was especially significant with the increasing size of MCIs. Incidentally, because the current ambulances in Shanghai were owned and managed by Shanghai Medical Emergency Center, all ambulances could only provide basic life support. It means that patients could not receive advanced life support and they have to be sent to hospitals as soon as possible. Therefore, it is of great importance to improve the efficiency of organization and command during the prehospital stage and the initial stage of hospital rescue. Increasing the number of ambulances and emergency medical staff was the key to shorten prehospital time and decrease mortality caused by delay under larger scale MCIs. Specific suggestions were proposed as below.

First, for small-scale MCIs, the current emergency health resources were enough to meet medical demands. However, promoting the efficiency of organization and command can greatly improve the timeliness of prehospital time and decrease mortality. For large-scale MCIs, improving the efficiency of organization and command can obviously improve the timeliness of the best stages of prehospital and hospital rescues, which would decrease the possibility of delay and mortality. For super-large-scale MCIs, improving the efficiency of organization and command could not play a

---

**Table 2** Changes to the parameters of different intervention scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Parameter 1</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter 2</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Custom 1 (baseline)</td>
<td>Changes to scales of MCIs</td>
<td>Population involved in the MCI</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Custom 2</td>
<td>Decrease by 80%</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Custom 3</td>
<td>Increase by 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Custom 4</td>
<td>Increase by 400%</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Custom 1/2/3/4 (baseline)</td>
<td>Changes to the allocation of ambulances</td>
<td>Initial number of available ambulances</td>
<td>47.65</td>
<td>Transfer rate of ambulances</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 1-1/2/3/4-1</td>
<td>Decrease by 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.83</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 1-1/2/3/4-2</td>
<td>Increase by 20%</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 1-1/2/3/4-3</td>
<td>Increase by 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td>71.48</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Custom 1/2/3/4 (baseline)</td>
<td>Changes to the allocation of emergency medical staff</td>
<td>Number of emergency medical staff</td>
<td>153.44</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 2-1/2/3/4-1</td>
<td>Decrease by 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td>76.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 2-1/2/3/4-2</td>
<td>Increase by 20%</td>
<td></td>
<td>184.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 2-1/2/3/4-3</td>
<td>Increase by 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td>230.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Custom 1/2/3/4 (baseline)</td>
<td>Changes to efficiency of organization and command</td>
<td>Efficiency of the information system</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>Average judgment/planning/decision</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 3-1/2/3/4-1</td>
<td>Decrease by 20%</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 3-1/2/3/4-2</td>
<td>Increase by 20%</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test 3-1/2/3/4-3</td>
<td>Increase by 40 and 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** MCIs, mass casualty incidents; NA, not applicable.
Figure 9 Results of intervention experiment 1.
Figure 10 Results of intervention experiment 2.
Figure 11 Results of intervention experiment 3.
Figure 12 Results of intervention experiment 4.
role, which indicated that the key to improve medical rescue was to increase the amount of emergency health resources. The utilization rate of health resources and the efficiency of medical rescue can be improved only after meeting the medical demand of such super-large-scale MCIs.

Second, the timeliness of prehospital time can be improved by adjusting the number of ambulances and emergency medical staff. For small-scale MCIs, the current amount of ambulances and emergency medical staff were adequate enough to appropriately meet the medical demand; however, it is not advisable to reduce the current health resource allocation. For large-scale MCIs, increasing the number of ambulances within 24 hours and emergency medical staff within 16 hours can shorten prehospital time and decrease mortality. However, it was appropriate to evacuate some ambulances and emergency medical staff transferred temporarily to avoid the waste of health resources after 24 hours. For super-large-scale MCIs, due to the extreme shortage of emergency health resources, the current intervention scenarios cannot reach the critical point of improving efficiency of medical rescue. However, notably, it was significant to increase the number of emergency medical staff dramatically, which could decrease mortality and substantially affect triage and on-site first-aid time.

There are two limitations of this study. First, the model was based on MCIs caused by non-natural disasters, which somewhat restricts its application range. Second, to simplify the model, the injury condition of casualties was abstracted into the severity of injury, with other injury characteristics not considered. Both of these limitations will be addressed in future studies.

Conclusion
The keys to decrease the mortality of MCIs were shortening the prehospital time and improving the efficiency of organization and command. For different scales of MCIs, emergency rescue scenarios should be adjusted according to the medical demand. For small-scale MCIs, improving the utilization rate of health resources was important in decreasing mortality. For large-scale MCIs, increasing the number of ambulances and emergency medical professionals was the core to improve the timeliness of prehospital rescue and decrease mortality. For super-large-scale MCIs, the premise of shortening the prehospital time and improving the efficiency was to significantly increase health resources.
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